
Coaching Practice Plan

Coach name Jason Donohue Practice Date 19 September 20 Duration 80 min

Team Rep of Ireland U15 Venue Milebush Pk, Co Mayo

Practice Objective Practice Outcome
What?    To create overloads in build up from the GK to penetrate through the thirds

Who?    GK,2 CB, Mid3 and central striker and then  progress to 11v11 game

Which? Players of the opposition are most relevant, Str, mid 3 and 2 CB and then  full 11 in the game

Where?  Our half of the pitch progressing through the pitch

When?  The opposition press high to disturb build up , Ee will then try to exploit by breaking lines

To Improve our build up from the GK 
and create overloads in central 
areas to penetrate through the 
thirds

Pre Practice Planning:

Attacking with Transition To Defend Build up from the back with defensive security to defend the counter

Build Up Different types of scenarios to break lines and establish good possessio

Area of the Pitch: Our own half progressing through the pitch in each practice

Organisation: 3 parts : Opposed warm up into a central practice with 1 GK and progerss to 11v11 game

Role of the Opposition: To defend high with good intensity and try press the 2CB and our number 6 when possible. The striker and No1

Coaching Practice Plan
1.

Communication

↓

↓
Execution

Football Action

Decision

3 team game: Warm up 

2 teams play against 1 defending team. 
If team in possession give away the ball they 
then become the team defending. 

Focus points is quality and selection of pass 
Receiving between the lines 
Angles and distances in support  
Creating clear passing lines 
Play quick in tight areas 
Communication in transition moments

2.

Orientation

* Prepare for the
learning phase

* Clarification of the
problem & objective

* Problem must occur
in this phase

* Focus on opposition's
role

Objective: 
To create overload in midfield and improve 
build up in central areas . 
Key players: 
1 GK 2CB,  3 CM with str 
Opposition 2CB, 3CM and 1 str 
Players play in zones marked out. 

Ball starts with GK who trying to find the free 
player. 
Key points as per warm up above 

Role of the opposition is to try to disturb build 
and play with real intensity and score ASAP.
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3.

Learning

*Interventions,
questions,repetitions,
methodology,
demonstration

* Using different
scenarios

* No over coaching

11v11 game 

Learning phase continued progressing to 
implementation phase. 

Full game rules apply.  

3x10 minute durations with tactic board 
intervention in each break 3 mins rest 

Key objective is for CB to step in unopposed or 
to commit  pressure from a CM to free up 
player in central areas

4.

Implementation

* Uninterrupted play
allowing sufficient time
for the learning to be
applied

* Even numbers

* Guided coaching

Last section of the coaching process. 
Coaching in the flow style and no interruptions. 

By now the players should be carrying out the 
objective themselves to a much improved 
standard 

5 minute debrief with players through leading 
questions

Coaching Practice Review and Reflection:

Players had an excellent understanding of how and when to implement our objective 
By the implementation phase the players were problem solving themselves

It did as we get plenty of repetitive actions in the key area. 
This helped with the players decision making

1. To recycle the ball through the GK better 
2. Progress to different scenarios like rotation in midfield 
3. As better questions to the players in terms of the objective

1. Did you meet your objective & explain how?

2. Did your organisation allow your practice to meet your objective?

3. What are your personal improvement areas?
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